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Dealing with the ATEX Directive -
Negotiating the Maze of National and
International Rules and Regulations
can Baffle a Product Manager.

It has become almost impossible to complete product
design and secure its timed launching into the
marketplace without considering all of the compliance
issues necessary for the global marketplace. Clearly, a
product should first and foremost be designed to
conform to all of the compliance requirements for all
the targeted marketplaces, national and international.
Thismay soundobvious, butmany largeandmulti-national
firms have lost huge contracts, big orders and even had
to scrap designed products because they could not
meet ATEX compliance requirements.

In some cases, the instrumentation was perfectly
adequate for the task andmet nearly every other safety
directive; but, because it had not yet beenATEX-certified,
it was unacceptable. In general, an instrument that can
meet most international safety directives (Figure 1) can
probably meet ATEX requirements, but it first must pass
the ATEX certification process. The devil is in the details,
though. Sometimes changes have to be made to meet
ATEX requirements.

Compliance issues and legislation are becoming
increasingly complex and detail-oriented, hence more
of a burden to manufacturers. We cannot describe all of
the minor differences between ATEX and other
requirements in this article, but we will review some of
the fundamental differences between North American
and European requirements.

Hasardous Area Classifications
The identification of Hazardous ‘Classified’ Locations in
a plant is usually carried out by experts or highly
qualified personnel, such as process, industrial or
chemical engineers. The possibility of a hazardous
atmosphere being present and its condition and
duration must be established. If an area is known to not
contain hazardous materials or potentially explosive
atmospheres, then it is classified as a non-hazardous
area or a safe location.

In the United States, the classification of hazardous
locations is based on the National Electrical Code
(NEC), while in Canada the Canadian Electric Code
(CEC) applies. In Europe, Asia and Australia, the
tendency is to follow the recommendations of the
International Electro-technical Commission (IEC).

In Europe, compliance with ATEX Directive 94/9/EC is
mandatory when installing and commissioning

electronic or mechanical devices in hazardous
locations. Hazardous areas are classified into three
zones which are directly related to the predicted
occurrence of when, and the duration that, an
explosive atmosphere may be present in the area.
These zones are:

• ZONE 0: where an explosive atmosphere is
continuously present, or present for long periods
of time.

• ZONE 1: where an explosive atmosphere is likely to
occur in normal operation.

• ZONE 2: where an explosive atmosphere is not
likely to occur in normal operation and if it does
occur, it will exist only for a short time.

Furthermore, European standards require that
apparatus be subdivided into two groups:

I and II. Group I is for apparatus to be used in mines
where the danger is represented by methane gas and
coal dust. Group II is for apparatus to be used in surface
industries where the danger is represented by gas and
vapour that has been subdivided into three groups: A, B
and C. The following table shows a comparison
between the North American and European practices,
regarding the classification of hazardous locations.

It is important to note that in the table above, Zone 2
(IEC/Europe) and Division 2 (North America) are similar
to a great extent but are not identical, while Division 1
includes the corresponding Zones 0 and 1.

Safety Methods
To minimise the risk of explosion, elimination of one
or more of the components of the ignition triangle
(Figure 2) is necessary. There are three basic methods
of protection:

• Explosion Containment: the only method that
allows the explosion to occur but confines it to a
well defined area, thus avoiding the propagation
to the surrounding atmosphere. Explosion/Flame-
Proof enclosures are based on this method.

• Segregation: A method that attempts to
physically separate or isolate the electrical parts
or hot surfaces from the explosive mixture.
This method includes several techniques such
as pressurisation and encapsulation.

• Prevention: A method that limits energy, both
electrical and thermal, to safe levels under both
normal operation and fault conditions. Intrinsic
Safety is the most representative technique of
this method.

Electrical equipment that has been assessed, tested,
and found to be in compliance with the ATEX Directive

and the relevant European Harmonised Standards must
be marked showing that it is:

• In compliance with the relevant and applicable
safety standard/directive.

• Intended for use in hazardous or
explosive atmospheres.

• Approved for certain gas groupings.
• Operational in a specific ambient

temperature range.
• Assigned a certain temperature coding.

Meeting all the Directives
As a result of the combination of company installation
policies, public legislation and safety requirements,
many manufacturers and end-users must deal with
issues with which they are somewhat unfamiliar.
New directives and amended directives in the
European Union can be introduced at any time. It is the
manufacturer’s sole responsibility to identify the
mandatory directives and qualify their applicable
products for full compliance.

The degree of expertise and specialised equipment
required to meet all the various directives and
requirements is beyond the reach of most companies.
Indeed, it is often not cost effective to hire and retain a
full-time in-house specialist to handle a task or a function
that may be only called on several times a year.
Moore Industries, which builds instrumentation for use
worldwide, has such a full-time specialist because of the
multitude of products it makes and themarkets it serves.

Companies may prefer to concentrate on their core
business rather than having to deal with the constantly
changing legislative world of compliance, approvals
and certifications. Instead, they outsource their
compliance requirements.

A third party is an independent certification agency
neutral to both the consumer/end-user and the
manufacturer. Some of the well-known and reputable
testing approval agencies for ATEX compliance include

One of the new minefields for a product manager is the mandatory European Community (EC) Harmonised Safety Compliance Directives and

Standards, with the most current being ATEX directive 94/9/EC. ATEX stands for “Atmosphere Explosives” (said in French) and it is the law in the

EU since July of 2003.
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Figure 1: If an instrument meets design safety requirements, it
can probably pass ATEX. The THZ2 and TDZ2 family of HART
Temperature and Signal Transmitters from Moore Industries
have acquired ATEX, cFMus (US/Canada), IECEx, CSA, and
ANZEx (Australia) approvals for intrinsically-safe, non-
incendive, and explosion-proof applications for Zones 0, 1 & 2.
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Figure 2. An explosion is any uncontrolled propagation of a
combustion wave. To create an explosion there has to be fuel
(i.e., an explosive gas such as hydrogen), an oxidiser (such as
the oxygen in air) and a source of ignition energy (i.e., a hot
surface or an electrical spark). Once the mechanism to mix
the fuel and the oxidiser exists, the resulting explosion is
commonly represented in ‘the fire triangle’ shown here.



ISSeP (Belgium), SIRA (UK), LCIE (France), KEMA (Holland)
and Factory Mutual (USA & UK). Product safety
certification is the process of assessing the design to
the specification set down in an applicable Standard
or Directive.

The Changing International Scene
Many countries publish their own National Standards
concerning hazardous and electrical apparatus.
Some of these standards still exist and others have
become superseded.

There are differences from country to country in
the way in which the standards and certification
procedures are implemented. Within Europe, the
Committee for Electro-technical Standardisation

(CENELEC) produced a series of Standards aimed at
harmonising the technical approach of its member
countries. On the other hand, North American approval
agencies adhere to the guidelines and constraints
stated by both the National Electric Code (USA) and the
Canadian Electric Code (Canada).

In Australia, the Standards Association of Australia
(SAA) produces National Standards, and offers a
certification/approval service with its main requirements
are very similar to the European Standards. Also, there
exist reciprocal arrangements assuring the acceptance
of test results between European bodies and North
America and Australia.

ATEX is required in Europe, of course, but because
many countries follow Europe’s standards, ATEX is being

increasingly required across Asia and other regions.
Clearly, the field of industrial safety is broad and very

detail-oriented. Manufacturers are forced to adhere to
numerous standards, regulations and directives in order
to compete in the global marketplace and avoid
liability and monetary losses caused by faulty designs
and unsafe products.

Products designed and intended for installation and
commissioning in hazardous locations in the European
Community andmany other regions must be tested and
certified in accordance with the mandated ATEX
Directive 94/9/EC, else they cannot be sold to the
Europeanmarketplace. It is that simple: use ATEX-certified
products for hazardous locations, else you’ll break the
law in the EU.
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Recon/4 is a new compact portable gas detector with
a colour LCD from Enmet Corporation (USA). It can
monitor for CO, H2S, O2 and combustible gas
simultaneously. The instrument features STEL, TWA and
two instant alarms with audio/visual and vibratory
indicators, rechargeable battery, and one-button
operation for simple use. This small belt-clip-style
instrument weighs about 200 grams. Recon/4 is
designed to be intrinsically safe.

New Multi-Gas Portable Detector
for CO, H2S, O2, and LEL
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Please call +44 (0) 1423 580500 for full details 
or visit us at www.rtkinstruments.com
A member of the MTL Instruments Group plc

Alarm Annunciators
& Event Recorders

Products ideal for all process
and power alarm applications

High Integrity Design 
(high availability)

Serial and Ethernet
Communications

Low-cost 1ms Time
Stamping/Annunciation

Surpasses EMC and surge tests

LED, ultra-bright, illumination

No single source of failue for the
best reliability

5-year Warranty

Full range of Alarm Products for
Safe and Hazardous Areas

You’ll be in good company…
suppliers of Alarm Systems and Event Recorders to:
ABB, AEA Technology, BNFL, Esso Petroleum,
PowerGen, Siemens, Schneider, Thames Water,
Transco and many more. 5
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Certificate No. FM14290
ISO9001:2001

With its highly intelligent design, General Monitors’ (USA)
advanced S4000C Combustible Gas Detector is now
available with HART®. The new Model S4000CH
detector is suitable for a wide range of demanding
industrial applications where the potential presence of
dangerous hydrocarbon-based combustible gas is a
threat to people, equipment, and facilities.

The S4000CH Gas Detector features General
Monitors’ precision catalytic bead sensor. This sensor
provides exceptional reliability for precise gas
detection, ease of set-up and use, as well as simple
maintenance. In harsh industrial process environments,
it delivers dependable safety monitoring with low
cost-of-ownership.

HART is a field-proven instrumentation
communications protocol that is easy-to-use and
provides reliable two-way digital communication
without disturbing the integrity of the 4-20 mA analog
signal. HART permits remote process variable
interrogation, cyclical access to process data,
parameter setting and diagnostics. Unlike other
protocols, HART is backward compatible with the
installed base of instrumentation in use today.

S4000CHCombustible Gas Detector: The S4000CH is
a hydrocarbon gas detector suitable for use in SIL 3
applications and approved by FM, CSA, ATEX, GOST
and has CEMarking. It features a three-digit display and
an explosion-proof housing, which allows all data to be
processed locally at the sensor site. The S4000CH is also
available with an optional relay configuration that is
appropriate for SIL 2 processes. The S4000CH features
one-person calibration for ease of maintenance.

With its dependable catalytic bead sensor, the
S4000CH monitors combustible gas and vapors within
the lower explosive limit (LEL) and provides status
indication and alarm outputs. In addition, the

S4000CH is equipped with relay contacts that can
be used to indicate an alarm or fault condition and
dual redundant Modbus or HART communication.
Configurations with relays, Modbus and HART are
available to meet many needs.

Highly Intelligent Combustible
Gas Detector With HART For Easy
Field Communication

To fit the need for a smaller ADI Dia-Vac® pumpwith Zone
2 certification, ADI (USA) put their engineering team to
work. The result aftermonths of testing is the Zone II Group
IIC T3B IP44, (also ratedClass 1 Division 2Group A/B/C/D)
Hazardous Area Mini Dia-Vac® ® pump capable of flows
up to 36 SLPM (dual head configuration).

The pump is available with ADI’s complete arsenal
of corrosion resistant options including Solid Teflon®,
Teflon®-coated Aluminum, 316 ss and Hastelloy C. Like all
ADI Dia-Vac® ® sampling pumps, the new Zone 2 Mini
pump can be ready for shipment in just 1-2 days
(emergency shipments available).

Additionally, for use in hazardous and potentially
explosive areas, our Mini Dia-Vac® pump can be
assembled with an ATEX-certified Eexd IIC Flameproof
motor. The Mini Dia-Vac® is capable of flowrates up to
22 SLPM and like all Dia-Vac® models can be shipped in
just 1-2 days after order. The pump is small and durable,
with a full range of wetted parts and diaphragm
options for the most demanding gaseous applications
in the world.

New Zone II Group IIC T3B IP44
Rated Hazardous Area and Eexd
IIC Zone 1 T4 IP65 ATEX certified
Flameproof motor Mini Pumps

BW Technologies by Honeywell (Canada)
announces the arrival of theGasAlertMax
XT multi-detector for H2S, CO, O2 and
combustible gases. Simplify remote
sampling in confined spaces with the
GasAlertMax XT's non-intrusive integrated
sampling pump and SmartSample
diaphragm pump technology. Compact and field
tough, the GasAlertMax XT, with one-button operation
and flexible user options, the GasAlertMax XT provides
ease of use and simple compliance to industry safety
standards. GasAlertMax XT is ideally suited to a range of
applications and customers including confined space
entry, oil and gas, marine and shipping, utilities,
wastewater treatment plants, power generation and
municipal needs.

New XT Multi-detector
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